Elisabeth George
Oral and Written Examinations-Reading List
Major Field: U.S. History
Field Advisor: Dr. Jason Young

Methodology/Historiography:


Colonial Encounters:


Articles:


The West/Frontier:


1Color Coding Explanation: To denote difference and promote reading accessibility, articles/chapters are listed in red.


**Slavery:**


**American Revolution:**


**The New Republic:**


**Political Reckonings in the Age of the Market Revolution & Jacksonian America:**


**Civil War, Reconstruction, & Race:**


**Articles:**


Downs, Jim. "Ailing Hospitals: Correspondence Reveals History of the Freedmen's Bureau Medical Division." _Prologue: Quarterly of the National Archives and Records Administration_ (Summer 2006) Vol. 38, No. 2

**US Imperialism/Expansion:**


**Populism:**


**Immigration:**


**Progressive Era & WWI:**


**Great Depression, The New Deal & WWII:**


**Articles:**


**Cold War:**


**Articles:**


**Race and Power Struggles in the Civil Rights Era:**


**Articles:**


Vietnam and the New Left:


100. Lawrence, Mark Atwood. *The Vietnam War: A Concise International History* (2010)


Articles:


Suburbia and The ‘New’ Right:


Article: